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Reduced Designing and Programming Time
and Increased Ease of Use

Cam Auto-generation
Function

This function can create a cam automatically according to the sheet
length and synchronization width, and the rotary knife axis dimension,
which greatly reduces the designing and programming time.
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Auto-generated cam data for cutting the sheet:
Belt conveyor speed = Rotary knife speed
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Accurately Cutting by Responding
Dynamically to Any Fluctuations

Mark Detection
Function

This function detects any fluctuations caused from the sheet tension or slippage when sending the sheet, and can cut the sheet
at the set position by compensating these errors between the current sensed position and the standard position, referring to the
registration mark.

The sensor ON

Registration
mark

Capture the current feed value, etc.with the mark sensor ON.
(Mark Detection Function)

Calculate the error compensation length from
the current feed value.

Compensate the error
using auxiliary axes
for the output module.

Start the auxiliary axis to compensate the error
by adjusting the rotary knife.
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Setup procedure

Step1

System structure
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Configuration and
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Double click

Mark Detection Setting

Mark detection
setting window
Double click

Set the system configuration and
mark detection.

After the parameter setting, turn ON the "External
command valid" signal for the mark detection
operation start.

Step2

Set the Axis #1 Synchronous
Parameter to synchronize to the
synchronous encoder.

Synchronous control parameter

Synchronous
Control Parameter
Setting
Set the parameter where the
rotary knife speed (axis 1) is
synchronized to the belt
conveyor speed.

Double click
Set the virtual servo amplifier to
the auxiliary shaft.
Auxiliary shaft

Set the Cam axis length per cycle, Cam stroke
amount, and Cam No., etc.

Step3
PLC CPU

Sequence Program
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Create the program that starts
the inverter which drives the belt
conveyor after the rotary knife
(axis 1) synchronization starts.

The Leading Edge in Safety and Convenience,
Designed to Harmonize with the Way You Work.

Features
Easy to Use

MR Configurator2, the User-friendly Software for Easy Setup, Tuning and Operation
NEW

One-touch Tuning Function

Adjustments including estimating load to motor inertia
ratio, adjusting gain, and suppressing machine vibration
are automatically
performed for the
Easy
maximum servo
Click
adjustment
performance just by
Adjustment
clicking the start button.
Display
completed
Check the adjustment adjustment
results.
results of settling time
and overshoot.

TOC Reduction

Tuning Function

Adjust model control gain finely on [Tuning] window
manually for further performance after the one-touch
tuning.
Adjust gains
finely.

Pursue higher
performance with
manual setting.

Display adjustment results.

Large Capacity Drive Recorder

TCO:Total Cost of Ownership

Servo data such as motor current and position command before and after the alarm occurrence are stored in non-volatile
memory of servo amplifier.The data read on MR Configurator2 during restoration are used for cause analysis.
Data over certain period of time
are stored in the memory

Waveform display

Monitor value display

Waveform display

Monitor value display

Alarm No., waveform, and monitor
value at alarm occurrence are
displayed in MR Configurator2.

Lowered bus voltage
Data are stored in non-volatile
memory at alarm occurrence.

High-accuracy

Improving Machine Performance with
High-performance Motors

Rotary servo motors achieve high-accuracy positioning and
smooth rotation with a high-resolution encoder and improved
processing speed.
16
times

MR-J3 series
18 bits = 262,144 pulses/rev

It is revealed that the main
circuit power is turned off.

Resource Saving

Environment-friendly Servo Motors

The new environment-friendly HG rotary servo motor series
uses 30% less permanent magnet than the prior HF series
due to the optimized design of magnetic circuit. (for HG-KR43)

4000000-pulse encoder

MR-J4 series
22 bits = 4,194,304 pulses/rev

Man, machine and environment in perfect harmony
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